Here’s Why Rapper Tekashi 6ix9ine Might Get Murdered
Inside And Outside Prison Bars
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The rapper Tekashi 6ix9ine is probably not safe outside the walls of the prison. He was
facing a possible life sentence before he agreed to be a cooperating witness. This is
regarding the racketeering trial of Anthony “Harv” Ellison and Aljermiah “Nuke” Mack —
alleged gang members. He pleaded guilty to nine counts in the federal criminal case against
Nine Trey. However, he will get a reduced sentence and may even be out of prison by 2020.
According to an expert witness specializing in criminal gangs of the United States, Lisa
Taylor-Austin, he’s not safe behind bars. The 23-year-old rapper wants to avoid as much jail
time as he can. His desire isn’t outside the realm of possibility. Julie Rendelman, a criminal
attorney in New York, believes Tekashi’s controversial testimony could change those
daunting numbers. Stay tuned to find out his reduced prison sentence and whether or not
he is safe.
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Being a Cooperative Witness
6ix9ine chose to cooperate against others as it’s likely the only way to avoid a lengthy prison
sentence. The prosecutor will present to Tekashi’s sentencing judge, once his cooperation’s
complete, how honest, helpful they believe he was. He can be eligible for supervised release
(parole) within the next year.
His sentence depends “on the specifics of his plea and agreement”. He offered $20,000 to
rapper Kooda B to shoot one of his rivals, rapper Chief Keef. Tekashi claimed he committed
several crimes during his time with Nine Trey Gangsta. His testimony about the nine tray
gangsta types of blood is very uncommon. He will be a target now as he has been labeled a
snitch.

Federal Protection of 6ix9ine
Many federal facilities, in terms of protection, are equipped to handle those individuals who
are in danger from other inmates. The protection’s based on the type of crime they’ve
committed or the fact that they are cooperating against others. Well, many are wondering if
he’ll join the U.S. governments’ witness protection program. Tekashi 6ix9ine is hard to miss
with his rainbow hair and more than 200 tattoos. It’s unlikely the United States Marshals
Service would pay for the removal of Mr. Hernandez’s signature face tattoos.
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